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This study experimentally investigates the effect of a bumpy base on the Brazil-nut
phenomenon in a vertically vibrated granular bed. The rise dynamics of an intruder
is determined by the particle tracking method. The results indicate that the rise time
increases with an increase in the base roughness, and the variation of the rise time
with different base factors is more pronounced with smaller vibration acceleration
and higher vibration frequency. A theoretical model is employed to measure the
penetration length of the intruder and the drag force between the intruder and the
immersed beads. The penetration length is reduced and the drag force is enhanced
with surface roughness of the base. Additionally, the transport properties of the
vibrated glass beads are also measured and discussed. With greater base roughness,
the strength of the diffusive and convective motion is reduced leading to a weaker
Brazil-nut effect. C© 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4890363]
I. INTRODUCTION
Granular materials, collections of discrete solid particles, are usually observed in daily life and
widely found in many industries. Segregation of granular materials is a critical issue in many in-
dustrial processes, such as pharmaceutical products and fluidized bed reactors, and is an interesting
phenomenon that may occur in vibrated granular beds. Granular segregation may be impacted due
to variations in grains size, density, shape, friction coefficient, and restitution coefficient. The well-
known “Brazil nut problem,” in which a large particle (the so-called intruder) rises relative to the
surrounding smaller-sized granular material when vertically vibrated, has been studied extensively
by experiments, theoretical models, and numerical simulations.1–17 In a vibrating granular bed, the
segregation may also be influenced by the vibration conditions, bed height, ambient pressure, humid-
ity, size ratio, density ratio, restitution coefficient, and the friction coefficient of the particles.8, 9, 12, 16
Granule segregation in a vertically-vibrated granular bed is highly complicated and much remains
unknown.
Understanding the rising of an intruder that is immersed in a granular material is a challenge
for granular flow research. Prior studies have shown that the granular material may undergo a
transition from a dense (solid-like) state to a dilute (liquid-like) state as sufficient external energy
is applied to the granular system.10 During the expansion of the granular bed, voids form between
particles allowing particles to reorganize and the smaller particles to fall through the voids to the
bottom of the bed, thus resulting in size segregation.4, 10 Duran et al.1 indicated that larger disks
rise upward continuously in small steps via the arching effect, in which the intruder is supported
by the surrounding network of smaller particles; smaller particles, however, may only climb up
intermittently when amplitude of the excitation is strong enough. Cooke et al.2 reported their
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experimental results on the rise dynamics of an intruder in a 2D vertically-vibrating bed and found that
the segregation rate is enhanced as the peak acceleration and size ratio increase. They also indicated
that convection cells play a crucial role in the segregation mechanism. Elperin and Golshterin16
used the particle dynamics method to study the influence of convection on size segregation in a 2D
vibration bed. The results showed that the segregation rate increases dramatically as convective rolls
occur. Liao et al.17 demonstrated that the Brazil nut effect is mitigated by greater intruder surface
roughness. They also found that the penetration length of the intruder increases as the intruder surface
roughness decreases and that the penetration length scales exponentially with vibration frequency.
Wall friction also has a significant influence on flow behaviors and dynamic properties. Farkas
et al.18 carried out experiments and simulations to investigate the horizontal transport of granular
particles in a vertical vibrating bed with a sawtooth-shaped base. Levanon and Rapaport19 investi-
gated the horizontal flow of granular materials in a vertically vibrating sawtooth-shaped base. Their
simulation results showed that the induced flow rate varies with bed height and the counter flow
could occur at different levels. Hsiau et al.13 found that the convection and segregation rates are
enhanced with the increase of side wall friction coefficient in a vertical shaker. Hsiau and Yang20
reported for a sheared granular flow that rougher wall conditions increased the shear stress and shear
rate.
In real granular system, the wall conditions may also be bumpy or uneven. The effect of a bumpy
base on the rise dynamics of the intruder and transport properties has not been previously examined
and it offers insight into the complexities of segregation. In this study, we performed a series of
quasi-2D experiments to investigate the influence of base roughness on the Brazil nut problem and
the transport properties. The dependence of the intruder dynamics on the dimensionless vibration
acceleration and vibration frequency is also discussed.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Figure 1 shows the schematic drawing of the experimental apparatus. A Techron VTS-100
electromagnetic vibration system driven by sinusoidal signals produced by a function generator
(Meter Inc. DDS FG-503) through a power amplifier (Techron Mode 5530) was used to vertically
shake the assembly. The vibration frequency f and the vibration acceleration a were measured by a
Dytran 3136A accelerometer fixed to the shaker and connected to an oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS
210). Given the radian frequency ω = 2π f, the amplitude A of the vibration is calculated from
FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the experimental apparatus.
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FIG. 2. Illustration the bumpy factor of bottom surface (a) Rf = 0; (b) Rf = 0.5; (c) Rf = 1; (d) Rf = 2.
A = a/ω2. The dimensionless vibration acceleration  is defined as  = a/g, where g is the
gravitational acceleration.
The bed container had glass plates for front and back walls and plexiglass for side and bottom
walls. The height, width, and depth of the inside of the container were 150.0, 60.0, and 4.0 mm,
respectively. To reduce wall friction, the plates of the tank were carefully cleaned and polished
before every experimental test. For the immersed granular material, we used smooth mono-sized
glass beads with a diameter of 2 mm and a density of 2.476 g/cm3. A cylindrical intruder with a
6.0 mm diameter and a 3.0 mm thickness was used in this study. The intruder was made of stainless
steel with a density of 7.5 g/cm3. In this study, we glued a layer of glass beads in a closed packing
on the base of container to generate a bumpy base surface (Figure 2).
To quantify the relative size of the particles on the base, we define a base factor Rf,
R f = pddb , (1)
where Pd is the diameter of glued beads and db is the diameter of immersed glass beads (db = 2 mm
in this study). Four different base factors (Rf = 0, 0.5, 1, 2) were used with Rf = 0 for a flat base
surface and Rf = 2 for the largest wall protrusions (Table I).
TABLE I. Roughness factor values used in experiments.
Background
particle, db (mm)
Particle distance,
pd (mm) Base factor, Rf
2 0 0
1 0.5
2 1
4 2
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For each experimental run, 35 g of glass beads were poured into the container, with the intruder
placed on the center line 3.5 mm from the bottom. The granular bed was then vertically shaken.
In a two-dimensional granular bed, the rougher side-walls induce the stronger particle motions and
convection cells.13, 17 Emery paper (KA961 P60) was glued to the sidewalls of container to generate
sufficient shear in the flow field. A high-speed CCD camera (IDT X-3 Plus with grabbing speed of
100 FPS) recorded the front-view of the intruder motion. Using a particle-tracking method with the
assistance of an image-processing system, the position of the intruder could be measured.
In addition to measuring the rise dynamics of the intruder, the granular temperature and self-
diffusion coefficient of immersed glass beads were also determined. All images were taken with
grabbing speed of 250 FPS after the system had been vibrating for at least 1 min to make sure the
flow field was in a steady state. The bed was divided into square bins (0.3 cm × 0.3 cm), and the
autocorrelation technique was employed to process the stored images and to determine the shift
of each tracer particle between two consecutive images. From this, the local velocities could be
calculated from all the tracer velocities (120–180 tracer particles) occurring in the bin21–25
〈ui 〉 =
Ni∑
k=1
uki
Ni
, (2)
〈vi 〉 =
Ni∑
k=1
vki
Ni
, (3)
where 〈ui〉 and 〈vi〉 denote the ensemble-average velocities in the horizontal and vertical directions,
respectively, in the ith bin with the averaging of velocities from Ni tracer particles. The subscript k
denotes the kth tracer particle in the ith bin.
The fluctuation velocities in the ith bin were defined as the root mean square of the deviations
between the local velocities and the ensemble-average velocities:
〈
u′2i
〉1/2 =
√√√√√
Ni∑
k=1
(uki − 〈ui 〉)2
Ni
, (4)
〈
v′2i
〉1/2 =
√√√√√
Ni∑
k=1
(vki − 〈vi 〉)2
Ni
. (5)
The granular temperature in the ith bin was then determined as
Ti =
〈
u′2i
〉+ 〈v′2i 〉
2
. (6)
The average granular temperature of the whole bed was calculated as
T =
∑
i
Ni × Ti
∑
i
Ni
. (7)
The granular temperature quantifies the fluctuation kinetic energy per unit mass resulting from the
random motions of the particles. The granular temperatures were defined as the ensemble average
of all tracer particles’ fluctuation velocities in a vibrating granular bed, and a higher granular
temperature indicates that the vibrating bed is more energetic and fluidized.21, 22, 25
Particle diffusion results from the particle fluctuations. The concept for analyzing the diffusive
phenomena of suspended particles undergoing Brownian motion in a liquid was first employed by
Einstein.26 Campbell27 and Savage and Dai28 also used this technique to investigate the self-diffusive
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TABLE II. Vibration conditions used in experiments.
Vibration frequency, f (Hz)
Dimensionless vibration
acceleration, 
25 3
3.6
4.2
4.8
5.4
20 4.2
25
30
35
40
behavior of granular flow systems through computer simulation. The self-diffusion coefficient Dij is
defined as
lim
t→∞
〈
xi (t)x j (t)
〉 = 2Di j t, (8)
where xi and xj, functions of t, represent the diffusive displacements in directions i and j relative
to their initial position. Natarajan et al.29 and Liao et al.30 also employed the similar concept to
measure self-diffusion in a vertical channel and in sheared granular flows, respectively.
In this study, we also discuss the influence of convection on the Brazil nut mechanism and
the dimensionless strength of the convective flow rate J was measured.13, 24, 25 Hsiau and Chen24
indicated that the mass flow rates in the top, right, bottom, and left should be conserved within each
convection cell. In the horizontal plane that crosses the center of the convection cells, the horizontal
velocity is 0 and only a vertical velocity component 〈v〉c exists. Hence at this center location, the
convection mass flow rate m˙ (with the same horizontal level as the convection centers) can be defined
by
m˙ =
∫ x=W
x=0
ρpν |〈v〉c|
2
dx, (9)
where ν is the solid fraction, ρp is the true bead density, and W is the half width of the container
across the convection cell center. Assuming that the solid fraction is constant across each horizontal
plane, the channel can be divided horizontally into experimental bins. By this means, J can be
expressed as
J = m˙
ρpν2W
√
gdb
=
∑ |〈v〉c x |
2W
√
gdb
, (10)
where x is the width of each bin. For details of the definition and development, see Hsiau and
Chen.24
A series of experiments were performed at different vibration conditions. Details of experimental
parameters are listed in Table II. Each case was repeated at least five times to calculate the average
rise time of the intruder.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 3 presents the intruder position as a function of time for the four different base factors
for fixed  = 4.2 and at a vibrational frequency f = 35 Hz. The gradual rise of the intruder from
the bottom to the free surface is in all cases because of the Brazil nut effect.4–10 The longest rise
time occurs for Rf = 2 and the shortest for Rf = 0. In a vertical vibrating bed, external energy
is mainly introduced through the inelastic collisions between the particles and the base, and it is
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FIG. 3. Intruder position as a function of vibrating time with Rf = 0, 0.5, 1, 2 for fixed f = 25 Hz,  = 4.2.
introduced less effectively into the granular system with the bumpy base surface. The collisions are
normal between particles and the bottom wall with a flat bottom wall. With a bumpy base surface,
oblique collisions occur between particles and the bottom wall and the surface contact between
particle and the base increases due the multiple contact points. The net result is a reduction in
the net amount of external energy introduced into the granular system. Consequently, the granular
bed receives less net external energy, leading to less particle motion. From previous studies,10, 13, 17
the Brazil nut effect could be minimized because of the weaker fluidization of the granular bed,
resulting in the larger resistance between the immersed granular materials and the intruder. For the
largest base factor, the net external energy introduced into the system is the smallest resulting in the
weaker upward motion and the longest time to reach the free surface, as indicated by the curves in
Figure 3.
For this study, the rise time is defined as the time taken by the intruder rising from the initial
position (3.5 mm from bottom of the container) to the bed height of 95 mm. Figure 4 shows the
rise time plotted as a function of Rf with different  at f = 25 Hz. The rise time increases with
Rf for each  because the strength of the particle motions is reduced with the greater base factor.
The rise times are also shorter as  increases for each specific container base condition. Previous
research has shown that for higher , the interactive collision strength is greater and the granular
bed becomes more fluidized, enhancing the percolation effect (i.e., stronger Brazil nut effect) and
resulting in a faster rise time.2, 3, 11, 17 Additionally, the influence of a bumpy base on the rise time
is significant at smaller  and becomes less pronounced at higher  since more energy can be
introduced to the system with higher . From previous studies, the rise time is similar if the granular
bed is fluidized.2, 17 The better fluidization could be achieved with the higher . Hence, the rise time
increases slightly with the bumpy surface cases at the greater . On the other hand, the particle
motions become weaker and the granular bed becomes less fluidized with the smaller . Under these
conditions, the base roughness has a significant influence on the dynamic properties and leads to
the larger variation of rise time for different base conditions.
In the lower part of the granular bed, particle motions and interactive collisions are weaker and
the bed concentration is denser; hence, inertial forces then dominate the Brazil nut effect.14, 15, 17
Nahmad-Molinari et al.14 defined the penetration length Pl, to quantify the distance that the intruder
penetrates the granular bed in each cycle. Because the kinetic energy of the intruder is dissipated by
frictional drag as it penetrates the granular bed. They derived a model based on the simple energy
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FIG. 4. Rise time as a function of Rf with different  for fixed f = 25 Hz.
balance per cycle14
1
2
miv
2
t = β Pl , (11)
where mi is the intruder mass, vt is the intruder take-off velocity as the system reaches a negative
acceleration, a = −g, β is the drag force between beads and intruder, and Pl is the penetration length.
vt is the value of z˙(t) when z¨(t) = −g, and z(t) = Asin (ωt). Hence,
vt =
[
A2ω2 − g2/ω2]1/2 . (12)
The intruder position with different base factors is plotted in Figure 5 as a function of vibrating cycle
(tω/2π ) at f = 25 Hz,  = 4.2. The slope of each curve is the penetration length per cycle of the
corresponding intruder, but not the velocity.14 Only the lower parts of the curves as shown in Fig. 3
have linear fits, owing to the reduction in convection that occurs in the upper part of bed.
From linear fits to the data, we can determine the penetration length per vibration cycle for
different base factors,14 as plotted as a function of vibration amplitude in Figure 6. As shown,
the penetration length decreases with greater base factor at the same vibration condition. The
penetration length also becomes larger as the vibration amplitude increases. According to Eq. (11),
the penetration length is inversely proportional to drag force β. A greater base factor results in
weaker particle fluidization and a denser packing structure, and increases the drag force between the
immersed glass beads and the intruder, yielding a shorter penetration length.
To test this physical argument, we calculated β according to Eq. (11). Figure 7 shows β plotted
against  with different base factors; β is observed to increase with greater base factor at identical .
The curves also show that β is reduced as  increases. Convection and fluidization are both enhanced
as  is increased and the flow behavior of the granular materials changes from a quasi-static state
to a dynamic state. Therefore, the drag force acting on the intruder is smaller. Additionally, with
different base factors, an increase in  reduces both the drag force β and the variation of β with
different Rf.
In this study, we also investigated the rise dynamics of the intruder with various vibration
frequencies f. Figure 8 shows the intruder position for different base factors plotted as a function
of time for f = 25 and 35 Hz at  = 4.2. Similarly, the intruder with the smallest base factor rises
fastest to the surface of the granular bed for each frequency. At 35 Hz, a two-stage rising process of
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FIG. 5. Intruder position as a function of vibrating cycle (tw/2π ) with f = 25 Hz,  = 4.2.
the intruder is observed. The intruder rises slowly in the lower part of bed but then rises more rapidly
in the upper part of granular bed due to convection.17 At the higher vibration frequency, the lower
part of the granular bed is relatively denser because of the weaker particle motion, resulting in the
greater drag force between immersed glass beads and the intruder and lower intruder mobility.17, 24
Therefore, the intruder experiences difficulty rising to the surface. A quasi-linear rise dynamic is also
observed at the smaller vibration frequencies; there, convection is stronger and the whole bed is more
fluidized.24 Under this condition, the intruder has higher mobility and rises easily. An interesting
result is also found that the intruder height does not change with time for the greatest base factor
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FIG. 6. Penetration length of per vibration cycle as a function of vibration amplitude with different Rf for fixed f = 25 Hz.
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FIG. 7. Friction drag force β plotted as a function of  with different Rf for fixed f = 25 Hz.
(Rf = 2) with f = 35 Hz and  = 4.2. The result supports the argument that the external energy
could not be introduced into the granular system effectively, resulting in the weak fluidization of bed
with the greatest bumpy base. Consequently, the solid-like region is formed with larger resistance
between the immersed beads and the intruder in the lower part of bed. Therefore, the Brazil nut
effect is absent as shown in Figure 8.
The variation of rise time with vibration frequency for the different base factors at  = 4.2
shows that the rise times are lengthened with the higher vibration frequencies (Figure 9). The results
also indicate that the variation in rise time with different base factors increases with the vibration
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FIG. 8. Intruder position for intruders of different Rf as a function of vibrating time with f = 25, 35, and  = 4.2.
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FIG. 9. Rise time as a function of vibration frequency with different Rf for fixed  = 4.2.
frequency. Some data points are not shown in Figure 9 because the Brazil nut effect is absent for those
cases. For each base condition at smaller vibration frequencies the granular bed is better fluidized,
resulting in the stronger particle motions and interactive collisions, resulting in the smaller variation
in the rise time with different base factors. Conversely, at higher vibration frequencies, the flow
within the granular bed displays weaker fluidization and particle motions.10, 17, 24 Additionally, the
net external energy introduced into the granular bed is reduced and further weakens particle motions
as the base factor is increased, leading to the significant variation of rise time with different base
factors.
The variation in penetration length with base factor (Figure 10) for five different vibration
frequencies indicates a weakened penetration as base factors increases in each specific vibration
frequency case. The physical arguments are similar to the preceding discussions. The results are also
in accord with the way the intruder rise time is larger at higher vibration frequencies.
Figure 11 presents the drag force β with different vibration frequencies against base factor, and
shows an enhancement with increasing base factor. The effective external energy introduced into
the granular bed decreases with the increasing base factor, resulting in the less fluidized granular
materials. Hence, the drag force is enhanced with the larger base factor. It is noted that some data
points are not shown in Figure 11 because the brazil-nut phenomenon does not occur in those
cases. To maintain a constant dimensionless acceleration, the amplitude increases as the frequency
decreases. Hence, the drag force is smaller and the base factor does not have a significant influence
on drag at the lowest vibration frequency because of the better fluidization in the granular bed
(f = 20 Hz).
The transport properties of immerse glass beads plays a crucial role in the Brazil nut mechanism.
In the following, we discuss the Brazil-nut problem from micromechanics by measuring the transport
properties of immersed glass beads. Figure 12 shows the average granular temperature and rise time
as a function of Rf for fixed f = 25 Hz and  = 3. The base condition has a significant influence
on the granular temperature. The average granular temperature decreases and the rise time increases
as the base factor is enhanced. The total external energy is the same for fixed vibration condition.
More effective energy could be introduced into the bed to increase the granular temperature with
the smaller base factor. The particle motions and interactive collisions become stronger and the
bed has better fluidization as the granular temperature is larger. Hence, the intruder experiences
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FIG. 10. Penetration length versus Rf with different vibration frequency for fixed  = 4.2.
less resistance during the rise process and leads to the shorter rise time with the larger granular
temperature.
The particle diffusion is an important parameter to study in the mixing and segregation of
granular materials. The self-diffusion coefficients are determined from the relation between mean-
square diffusive displacements and time, as shown in Eq. (8) using similar experimental procedures
as found in previous studies.21, 22, 30 Self-diffusion coefficients and rise time are plotted as a function
of Rf for fixed f = 25 Hz and  = 3 as shown in Figure 13. The self-diffusion coefficients are inversely
proportional to rise time with the increase of base factor. Particles diffusive behavior results from
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FIG. 11. Friction drag force β plotted as a function of Rf with different vibration frequency.
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FIG. 12. Average granular temperature and rise time as a function of Rf for fixed f = 25 Hz and  = 3.
the particle fluctuations. Previous studies also28, 31 indicated that the self-diffusion coefficient is
proportional to the square root of T. For the greater base factor, the external energy could not
introduced into system effectively, leading to the weaker interactive collisions and the smaller
granular temperature. Therefore, the self-diffusion coefficients decrease and cause the longer rise
time with the increase of base factor as shown in Figure 13.
Figure 14 shows the dimensionless convection flow rate J and rise time plotted as a function of
Rf for fixed f = 25 Hz and  = 3. It could be found that J increases and rise time decreases with the
decreasing of base factor. The flow field is more fluidized, which strengthens the convection with
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FIG. 13. Self-diffusion coefficients D and rise time as a function of Rf for fixed f = 25 Hz and  = 3.
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FIG. 14. Dimensionless convection flow rate J and rise time as a function of Rf for fixed f = 25 Hz and  = 3.
the smaller base factor. As a result, J is enhanced and rise time is decreased with the decrease of
base factor. The result is in agreement with the previous studies.13, 17
IV. CONCLUSION
A series of experiments are carried out to investigate the influence of surface roughness of the
container base on the Brazil nut problem in a quasi-2D vertical vibration granular bed. The motion of
the intruder was recorded using a high-speed camera and an analysis of intruder rise dynamics was
presented and discussed. The results show that the intruder rise dynamics and transport properties
of the immersed glass beads are influenced significantly by the base roughness. Furthermore, the
Brazil nut effect is mitigated, yielding longer rise times with the greater base factor. The penetration
length increases as the base factor decreases. Additionally, the drag force, as calculated according to
the theory, is enhanced as the base factor increases. Finally, we find that the granular temperature,
diffusion coefficients and dimensionless convection flow rate are reduced with the larger base factor
and these quantities are inversely proportional to the rise time. The results are contrary to the most
previous studies where the roughness of a wall surface enhances the dynamic properties and flow
behavior. This paper demonstrates that the base roughness impacts the flow differently than wall
friction and diminishes the overall transport within the granular system.
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